
GOLONDRINAS TREE SWALLOW NEXT BOX DESIGN 

 

The box suggested here is a simple nest box with a side that swings out to facilitate checking the box contents and 

cleaning. All lumber is 1 inch lumber which is really about 0.75 in thick (1.9 cm). It is important to use rough cut lumber, 

or at least lumber that is unfinished on one side (with the rough surface facing the box interior). The rough surface 

provides a purchase for the young swallows when they are ready to leave the nest box and for the adults in their 

hundreds of visits to the box. 

Nails or screws may be used for assembly--nails are a lot cheaper, but screws last better and make modifications of the 

box or replacement of some parts easier. If screws are used, it is best to use an uncommon head type--we use square 

drive screws in the states, as curious young humans are less likely to have a square-driver available. The box is mounted 

on a tree, fence post, or pole by threading wire through the holes drilled in the back, or by screwing the box directly 

onto the support. 

If available lumber is thicker (or thinner) than suggested, the inside length and width (i.e. the floor dimensions) should 

be 5 x 5 in (or 12.7 x 12.7 cm). 

The hinge for the swinging side is made with two aligned nails. Being careful that these nails are on the same line and 

perpendicular to the walls of the box insures that the side will swing out fully. The swinging side is held in place with a 

nail placed into an inclined drilled hole that goes through the front side and penetrates the swinging side (“keeper nail”). 

This hole should be drilled after the box is assembled, and when the “keeper” nail is installed, it is difficult to tell that the 

box is designed to open at all. This can be a real advantage in areas that have a lot of curious young humans about! 

All boxes should be fitted with a simple ‘wig-wag’ trap, which greatly increases the efficiency of capturing adult breeding 

swallows for banding and experimental manipulations.  Check out treeswallowprojects.com for mor information. 

 

GUIDELINES FOR SAFE TREE SWALLOW BOX PLACEMENT: 
 

 Place boxes on poles well out in open areas whenever you can. 
 Space boxes about 100 feet or 30 meters apart. 
 Keep boxes at least 50 yards or meters away from water edges. 
 Keep boxes at least 100 yards or meters away from buildings. 
 Keep boxes at least 50 yards or meters from trees, bushes, and ditches. 
 Keep boxes at least 25 yards or meters from roads and trails. 

 

Tree Swallow family can eat up to 8000 flies per day!!!! 

 

 

 

 

 



 


